
THE MIRACLE OF CHANGE
We are the only species that can change. We can make a decision to do something
different. Your past is not your future. How you feel about yourself is determined by 
your daily focus. It is the foundation of everything. 
 
WILLPOWER IS THE MOST VALUABLE FORM OF ENERGY
Time is the great equalizer. How we use our time is a demonstration of willpower. If
there is something that you want. You have to keep taking action until you get it.  
But that is often uncomfortable. We must be willing to be uncomfortable.
 
INTENTIONAL REPETITION IS THE MOST VALUABLE FORM OF ACTION
Our brain commits to repetition. If we repeat an action, our brain will note that the action
is necessary for survival. With repetition, it becomes muscle memory.
 
VISUALIZE YOUR COMMITMENT
Visualization is incredibly powerful. Decide on your day. Decide on your tomorrow.
Decide on your future. Why haven't you been able to do it so far? What are you focused
on? What did you do today? Visualize  everything. Be very speicific. 
 
SET UP YOUR DAY
Your first 90 minutes sets up your day.  Sleep is healing. Exercise creates balance.
Hydration nurtures focus. Food is fuel. If you're not starting by focusing on these
elements, why? What questions do you ask yourself? How can you ask a better question?
 
MAP IT OUT
Use a journal to actually map out what you will do the next day. One day at a time. 
 Tomorrow, what will you do to exercise? What will you eat? What will you accomplish? Be
honest. How will it feel if you do it? How will it feel if you don't do it? Track it for the next
week. Track the questions you are asking yourself as well. This is the first step.

WEEK ONE
YOUR

SUCCESS 
RITUAL

DO ONE OF TWO THINGS EVERY DAY 
1. WHAT YOU'RE GREAT AT THAT CREATES VALUE & INCOME   2. UNPLUG


